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THE MAIN CHARACTERS
Benjamin Brannon
The anti-hero and the main central character out of the entire series,
Benjamin is the smallest and most vulnerable of his brothers. He turns
from having the biggest heart of The Three Thorns to being the most
conflicted by the 3rd novel, The Lost Prince. He is the character everyone wants to see do well and
the one most children will identify with as the pressures and losses he endures are greater than
any other character in the series. He is loveable, witty and naive until he is changed for the
worse by book 4, The Darkened Seers. His skills and powers grow from being able to breathe
underwater to foreseeing future events and more.

Tommy Joel
Tommy is the ultimate bully you love to hate until you get to understand
his character. He is the typical arrogant and popular tough boy, fearless of
greater threats and rebellious to authority figures.

Tommy changes

dramatically throughout the story, growing up to become more sensible
and mature than his two brothers. Although the brothers are the same age, Tommy was the
firstborn of the siblings, making him the oldest by birthright. He is also the tallest and grows to
rely more on his human skills and strength of spirit rather than his gifted powers.

One

distinguishable talent this character has is the ability to see through walls and blueprints of lands
with his multi-coloured eyes, which in the story is his most prominent feature. Tommy becomes
more self-assured as his character progresses, having to carry the torch for all the creatures and
humankind of Abasin by the 5th and 6th instalment. He is the true hero of the series that saves
the new world of Abasin from evil as his brothers fail him and themselves.
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Sebastian Cain
Sebastian Cain’s character in The Three Thorns is quite the pernickety genius
of the brothers. Having escaped the mistreatment by the hands of his
guardians, Sebastian Cain shows the most fighting spirit, but is at times the
most emotional of the three brothers. His love and attraction to magic
leads him into darker territory as the story unfolds when his natural abilities for sorcery become
an unquenchable obsession to his unstoppable talent, turning him into a compulsive and
unstable character.

Ariel / Peter
Ariel is first introduced as a schoolboy, Peter, in The Three Thorns.
She is a special protector sent to guard and watch over the boys as
they grow up in the old world until the Council of Abasin calls upon
their help. Ariel disguises herself as a human boy and infiltrates
Gatesville to track down the two brothers of the trio.

The

nymph creature is a mothering character that has a special bond
with Cassius, which soon blooms into a romance, challenged only
by

Cassius’s ex-partner; the boisterous pirate lady, Marcella Jay.
Ariel is the true heroine of the series and a strong leader, which
female readers should relate to and enjoy.

Mr. Jennings
This ingenious character is the most vile, unhygienic and creepy
of all the human characters in the story. His wicked heart turns
him into one of the most evil and sneaky villains within a piece
of children’s fiction. His regimented character reminds one of a
power crazy politician or worse; a drill sergeant. His methods
are militant and his cruelty seems normal to him.

The

conservative and snobby persona is only made comical with his
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cowardly side, which fits together perfectly. He is truly a pathetic and detestable villain that the
reader will loathe and love.

King Saul (the False One)
Although briefly making an appearance in the middle of
The Three Thorns, and at the end of the 2nd book, Legion of the
Two Knights, King Saul doesn’t show his true power and
reign of terror until The Lost Prince. King Saul is a cursed
man living like so many other evil creatures of Abasin with
the curse of deformity that they traded for power, dark magick and royal status from Sowl.
Uncle to the Portal Kids, Saul is the ultimate foe to Abasin itself. He is corrupted and mislead
by the evil spirit, (Sowl) that turned him. The False One’s ultimate plan is to gain complete
control of Abasin under a one-world reign that he can bend to his will. The Lost Prince explores
Saul’s hope to rid the world of the righteous blood of his nephews so that the curse of deformity
may be lifted from him and his allied forces.

Jodo Kahln
Jodo Kahln is both romantic and brutal. This evil
but charming character is the most intriguing and
psychologically disturbing character throughout the
series that incorporates traits that make humans
malicious

and

dangerously

deviant.

clever

and

He

is

powerfully

skilled in various levels of dark magick,
taught to him by his one and only
master; King Saul.

As the story

progresses, Jodo Kahln’s arrogance
takes over and his secret quest to betray
his King grows into an unhealthy and
dangerous obsession. His sloppy and
disorganized

ways

become

more

frequent throughout the books. He is
undoubtedly the most colourful, stylish and deadliest villain in the series. He is also the author’s
favourite villain.
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Cecil Baskin
This Pixie character is the most loveable and familiar of all the
characters in The Portal Kids.

Cecil Baskin reminds one of a

nagging grandfather or an elderly wise uncle who criticizes out of
love. One of the most courageous and loyal out of all the characters,
Cecil brings humour, joy and wisdom to The Three Thorns story, so
much so that the reader feels safe and protected with him. Cecil is
the risk-taker and bold elder that everyone yearns for in life to be on their side and from whom
to seek their council and guidance. He is the most respected of all protectors of Abasin and is
the Author’s personal favourite character in the entire series.

Cassius Shark (aka Bounty Hunter)
Cassius Shark is the main central protector; a quietly reserved Spanish
warrior. The Bounty Hunter is the head protector assigned by the
Council of Abasin to help defend and protect the three thorns with his
life. While turning his back on his family of pirates to answer the
greater call of Abasin’s Council, Cassius is another anti-hero who has
faced exile and ridicule from his family and fellow allies. As the series
unfolds, Cassius becomes more centred as a father figure to the brothers, (especially Tommy) as
he trains each boy in combat once they are reunited with him in The Lost Prince.

Ban Pan Cackerin
This stubborn and cheeky troll is the rock and muscle that
keep our heroes close together during The Three Thorns.
With a soft heart of gold, Ban Pan Cackerin proves that
outward appearances are not always the best way to judge
someone.
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The Nockwire/Saul’s Assassins
Each of the two Nockwire are the most equipped and
dangerous of all of Saul's combat soldiers. These flying
beasts are equal in many ways and equally contrasting,
both in appearances and maturity.

Their physical

descriptions and characteristics are nothing short of
terrifying. Either assassin will be found in most of the 6 books in
the series. The terrible gruesome twosome are introduced early
on in the story within The Three Thorns. One is a cloaked villain
with a mask that only reveals its horrid lower half of its
monstrous face, whereas its counterpart is a total opposite in
appearance. Both are equally as menacing and unmerciful.

Tusk
Tusk was once a compulsive lying con-man before Jodo Kahln cast a
curse upon him. The shrewd businessman's curse changed his body
into half man, half toad, with the added disadvantage of showing off
his variety of emotions when each emotion changes to a specific
glowing colour within his slimy skin. This curse was placed so Tusk
would be unable to deceive anyone or get away with his compulsion
to lie, ever again. Tusk’s main mission is to get back to his human form and he is willing to
switch teams and befriend or betray anyone to get it. Tusk's most crucial role in The Portal
Kids is found in book 3, The Lost Prince.

Molo
Molo is just as loveable and amazingly
helpful as any one of the central
characters.

This enormous 2 storey

giant, made up of half soil on one side
and half rock surface on the other,
proves amazingly useful when it comes
to a fight. Luckily for our heroes, Molo
is an ally and forms a special and unique bond with Benjamin Brannon, albeit a temporary one.
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OVERVIEW
*Note: Previously Titled The Brotherhood and the Shield, the decision to change title series to
THE PORTAL KIDS was a marketing decision as it is more fitting and memorable and
appealing to its target audience.

In pre-WWI London, Benjamin, a lonely orphaned boy, is taken from the comforts of
his familiar orphanage against
his will and thrown into
Gatesville

–

the

dreadful

borstal home for unwanted
boys where the loathsome head
orderly, Mr. Jennings, and his
faculty dish out their brutal
discipline with a twisted sense
of justice. The other children
of Gatesville only add to Benjamin's misery, bullying him with a cruelty of their own, until
Benjamin joins fellow orphans, Peter and Tommy, in a daring escape to the great city of London,
which rests a few miles away from their hillside prison.
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With Jennings and the orderlies hot on their heels, Peter leads the small group of runaways north
from the big smoke of London’s inner city to the greater farmland sanctuary of Warwickshire.
There he introduces them to Sebastian, another peculiar boy with a mysterious past… a past that
Benjamin and Tommy unwittingly share.
What Benjamin, Tommy and Sebastian do not yet realize is that they are brothers by blood – and
rightful heirs to a magical and powerful kingdom now ruled and spoiled by Saul, an evil false
king who betrayed their Father, the true King of Abasin. Left with no choice, the true king was
forced to cast his three newborn sons into Earth’s realm, with the hope that one day they would
be able to return home.
Peter is also not who, (or what), he appears to be, but rather part of a special group of rebel
defenders of this new netherworld, assigned to safeguard and train the brothers until they
achieve their destiny and bring an end to Saul's terrible reign.
However, the false king has a plan of his own; an ultimate conspiracy beset with betrayal,
vengeance, bloodshed and war - a plot that would shatter the Portal Kids once and for all…
turning brother against brother for control of the universe. Will the Portal Kids be strong
enough to stand true to one another? And what is the truth behind a shield that all creatures and
humankind alike seek?
Our first story follows the three related orphans, who go from being abandoned as newborns in
the ‘old world’ for their protection, to being rediscovered by mythical creatures in the new world
of Abasin, and brought back to claim their rightful destiny as saviours of their kingdom. To the
good creatures of Abasin, the brothers are known as ‘the three that are one’; one great power
combined to overthrow the false king, which has been prophesied for generations. To the evil
tyranny that has engulfed Abasin with the sole intention to finally overtake the new world
completely, they are the three thorns in the side of the new oppressive system, put in place by its
false king and dictator.
We follow each boy as they are assigned an individual protector to trek across this new world,
meeting bizarre creatures and falling into unspeakable dangers, until they are reunited to follow
the journey towards their sanctuary together. Our main heroes include an old pixie and wise
knight named Cecil Baskin; a native fierce bounty-hunter and ex-pirate named Cassius Shark; and
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a master of disguise and warrior nymph named Ariel. All three protectors have been sent to
guide brothers Benjamin, Tommy and Sebastian towards the great woodlands of Reethwood,
where they can finally claim sanctuary within a place so vast, unspoiled and hidden that they can
train in combat safely until they become of age.
The Three Thorns brings to life a story of family loss, love and sacrifice with action-packed
adventure and fantasy, fuelled by suspense and its spooky undertones. What makes The Three
Thorns fascinating is not just its loving and tragic heroes, but the originality and intense strength
of its villains and the way the book builds up each introduction. Mr. Jennings is the sadistic
orderly you love to hate, based on the author’s real life experience with a principal in an Irish
school.
The exaggerated character is the ultimate conservative authority figure that abuses his stature and
position in power with every given opportunity he can; bullying the weakest and helpless of all –
children. What makes Jennings all the more pathetic and loathsome is his position to be a
despicable role model to the orphaned children of Gatesville: a privately run, bleak and dismal
borstal for orphaned boys. Jennings is the nemesis of every child and adult reader.
But even worse to come is an evil, more dangerous and unmerciful character who is later
introduced in The Three Thorns. A deadly knight of the false king named Jodo Kahln is one of the
most charming and enticing characters The Three Thorns has to offer, revealed to be void of any
humanity that once was in him as the reader enters the new world to meet him. Jodo is the
villain you truly can’t help but love.
The bizarre relationship between Jennings and Jodo Kahln not only strengthens each character’s
differences, but also makes both of them shine in their hideousness that stays deep in the mind
of the reader, long after they have read the first book. These impacting characters are introduced
before the reader even gets to the real and uncompromising villain of the entire series, and as the
story grows more frighteningly intense and emotionally charged, so do its heroes and villains.
In the second book, once in Reethwood, the brothers will be taught by a council of warlocks and
sorcerers to be leaders of a new army of the surviving creatures of Abasin, from all different
walks of life, that will rise up and fight against Saul’s rule. However, whilst on their crossings of
dangerous lands and vast oceans, things go terribly wrong for the Portal Kids and their band of
protectors.
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With several treacherous encounters, the three thorns are eventually torn apart when the smallest
brother, Benjamin, is cast off to the opposite end of the world of Abasin; alone and within
enemy territory, having to make his own way back while in search of allied forces that prove
hardest to find.
In the third book, what Benjamin accidentally discovers while fleeing from an army of deadly
assassins is a lost underworld city filled with human inhabitants, long forbidden to exist in
Abasin. It is here in the Industrial City that Benjamin is put to work in the undergrounds
without hope of ever being discovered by his brothers or protectors.
The Portal Kids Series is in the same category of such children’s books as Philip Pullman's His
Dark Materials, J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, C.S. Lewis’s Chronicles of Narnia,
J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and Lemony Snicket’s Series of Unfortunate Events.
Notwithstanding, The Portal Kids has its unique individual fingerprint that makes it
distinctively its own. What makes the The Three Thorns introductory book different than most
other children's fantasy debuts, is found simply within its dark aspect and undertone of horror
and suspense as well as fantasy and adventure.
The series’ characters are quite special, being rooted in substantial realism and depth that
influence readers to relate to both the heroic and anti-heroic characters in different ways and for
different reasons. This series does not patronize the child reader but respects the reader with its
core message centred on the understanding of struggles and fears that all children have. To this
end, the story gives way to allow for the characters’ emotions of rage and frustration, anger and
revenge, (and many feelings in between), to be embraced and understood rather than be
oppressed and ignored.
It is also a series with subtle, political undertones for the adult audience, and appeals to readers
of any age. The Portal Kids Series has everything for everyone, including romance. The story
is not one-dimensional with one-dimensional characters. All is not what it appears to be, and the
basic standard rule of good versus evil does not apply when those considered evil join forces
with those who are considered heroic, if for no other reason than due to a greater threat.
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The story touches on social class, political stance, and the subject of contrasting ideals of what is
good and what is morality. This is why The Portal Kids has a broad appeal to a wide market
audience. It has a lot to offer children of all ages with its adventure and story, and delivers the
escapism that both young and old readers crave.
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recent testing times of the world we live in today has helped create the world of Abasin that is
introduced in The Three Thorns, his debut novel and first story in the epic The Portal Kids
Series. In addition to having a strong way with words and using descriptive text to captivate
readers, (both young and old), Gibney combines fantasy with horror and pure escapism to
strive to make his story as original and unique as possible.
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